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resolution settings and maximum ion fill times used for pSMART were the
same as those listed for the DDA experiments. A loop count of 10 was
used to meter the DIA acquisition events in between the MS scans.

Overview
Purpose: Develop a robust, comprehensive workflow to perform largescale global protein differential expression analysis facilitating putative
groups of protein biomarkers.
Methods: Combine high-flow UHPLC chromatography with pSMART data
acquisition and Pinnacle software for robust and efficient workflow
support.
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extraction, verification, and quantification.
In addition,
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software performed statistical relevancy analysis using receiver operator
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curve (ROC)
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(Qiagen, Redwood City, CA).

Results: Over 500 proteins (>5000 peptides) were quantified in 134
samples originating from 4 groups generated distinct sets of biologically
and statistically relevant proteins translated into more targeted studies.
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experimental methods to maintain thorough identification and
quantification without sacrificing throughput. We introduce a workflow to
handle the increased analytical demands by incorporating ultra-high
performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC)1 with pSMART2 to generate
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analysis from Pinnacle. The column arrangement displays average AUC
values per group (GroupRatioVisual), number of peptides measured per
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Conclusion

The presented research workflow demonstrates a high-throughput analytic
method for global protein profiling. The incorporation of high-flow UHPLC
provides significant advantages for handling complex biological samples in
a highly reproducible manner. Future studies will evaluate smaller bore
UHPLC columns and lower flow rates while maintaining the similar
chromatographic performance. Additional benefits of the workflow include:
 UHPLC generated excellent separation facilitating MS analysis of nondepleted digest samples
 The UHPLC set up facilitated extremely reproducible separations over
the month-long study
 Data collection using pSMART data acquisition facilitated reproducible
analyte sampling by HR/AM MS and MS/MS
 The Pinnacle software automated ca. 92 MB of data processing in 1.5
hrs resulting in comprehensive qualitative, quantitative, and statistical
analyses for over 500 proteins and 5000 peptides
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FIGURE 4. Screen capture from Pinnacle showing the comprehensive
protein analysis based on multiple peptide identification and
processing. The bands displayed represent AUC values for each RAW
file as well as the average AUC per group for rapid evaluation. In
addition to the AUC display, the statistical analysis is presented for each
peptide. The measured values for each peptide are used to determine
the protein response.

 Data collection using pSMART data acquisition facilitated reproducible
analyte sampling by HR/AM MS and MS/MS
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analyses for over 500 proteins and 5000 peptides
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